BMW R1200GS LED headlight install tips.
First remove the headlight and put it on the bench. Make sure to lay the light on a soft surface.
Remove both stock bulbs
Make a small hook out of a piece of stiff wire about 8 inches long will work well.
With the hook move the factory high beam connector over to the low beam side of the headlight shell.
Again with the hook pull the LED Bulbs wire and driver over/towards the low beam side, land the driver between the
two headlight reflectors, plug the LED high beam into the factory High beam connector, and stuff the connector into
the pocket between the reflector and rear plastic shell.
Install the H7 base plate, factory clips and LED bulb in the high beam side.
The LED emitters should be pointing left and right, NOT up and down
Next plug in the low beam LED bulb to the low beam connector on the headlight, stuff that into the pocket along with
the driver, try to orientate the driver and connectors so the inner headlight reflectors have room to adjust up and
down, on the sides or corners is best.
Next install the H7 base plate and bulb, reinstall the factory caps and headlight.
You may have to adjust your beam.
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